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PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

Recent advances in mobile computing, sensor networks, GPS, and
satellite technology have made it possible to produce massive
amounts of trajectory data. This results in an increasing interest
from scientists and domain experts in performing analysis tasks
over such huge data [14]. For example, NASA publicly archives
over 4TB of stars and asteroids movement activity [32]. Sloan Digital Sky Survey project collects over 156TB of motion data from millions of outer-space objects [40]. MoveBank project gathers more
than 20 years of animal movements [31]. New York Taxi & Limousine archives over a Billion of taxi trajectories [34]. National Hurricane Center stores comprehensive details of all storms' trajectories
every year [33]. Managing massive trajectory data is the foundation of many applications [58], including urban, data mining, and
machine learning computing.
Domain experts who analyze trajectory data either (a) use Heterogeneous multiple platforms [28, 39, 46], in which trajectory operations built on-top of generic platforms, such as Hadoop or Spark.
Using these platforms as-is results in sub-performance for trajectory operations that require indexing, e.g., Marmaray project from
Uber uses Hadoop as a backbone for storing data as non-indexed
heap files, or (b) use Big Spatio-temporal Frameworks [3, 50, 51]
that are efficient for processing spatio-temporal data on MapReduce
platform, yet, with a limited support for trajectory operations. This
is mainly due to the inability of the index structure to accommodate storing the entire topology of trajectory objects. This in turn,
affects the performance of basic trajectory operations, e.g., finding
similarity between trajectories.
This paper presents Summit; a full-fledged open-source trajectory library for MapReduce framework, shipped with the source
code of ST-Hadoop [3]. Summit injects the trajectory data awareness inside each of ST-Hadoop layers, mainly, indexing, operation, and language layers. Programs that deal with trajectory data
using Summit will have up to order(s) of magnitude better performance than ST-Hadoop. The main reason is that ST-Hadoop
treats the spatio-temporal information of trajectories as a set of
spatio-temporal points or lines that are not connected together. This
means that performing a basic trajectory operation such as similarity queries might end up scanning the whole dataset to check for
trajectory connectivity before computing the similarity.
Figures 1a and 1b show code snippets that load and query similar
trajectories from ST-Hadoop and Summit, respectively. The query
finds similar trajectories within a specific rectangular area represented by two corner points and within a certain time interval. STHadoop loads trajectories as spatio-temporal points, then it finds all
records that overlaps with the time interval of interest. The retrieved
records need to be grouped by their trajectory ID, and retrieved their
entire trajectory sequence from secondary inverted index before
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Figure 1: Similarity query in ST-Hadoop vs. Summit
starting to compute the similarity. This will incur significant I/O
overhead, especially for a large spatio-temporal range. Meanwhile,
Summit loads the entire sequence of trajectory and exploits its index to retrieve and compute the similarity between data records,
and hence, achieves orders of magnitude better performance over
ST-Hadoop.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Distributed Generic Systems, Generic platforms have been used
extensively in different analytic applications that include terabyte
sorting [42], machine learning [23], The current effort for processing trajectory data are either: (A) Use Heterogeneous multiple platforms [10, 28, 39, 46], in which trajectory operations built
on-top of generic platforms, such as Hadoop [6], Spark [8], Cassandra [5], Kafka [7], or Storm [9], e.g., Marmaray project from
Uber uses Hadoop as a backbone for storing data as non-indexed
heap files, while carrying the execution of trajectory operations
on another platform. (B) Implement on-top of a single Generic
framework [14, 18, 30, 41, 43, 51, 52]. For example, a most recent research study investigated the kNN join query on Hadoop
MapReduce employed five isolated map-reduce jobs to execute a
single kNN join operation without indexing trajectory [18]. However, using general purpose distributed systems as-is will result in
sub-performance for trajectory applications that require indexing,
mainly because they store data as non-indexed heap files.
Distributed Spatial Systems, Extension of MapReduce platform
has been developed and dedicated for spatial analytic operations
in the last few years, this including SpatialHadoop [15], ScalaGiST [29], Hadoop-GIS [2], and ESRI-GIS tool on Hadoop [16].
There are also few systems extended Resilient Distributed
Dataset(RDD) on Spark to support spatial operations, such as

GeoSpark [57] and Simba [53]. Although, these big distributed spatial systems are efficient in spatial operations, yet they are not well
designed to efficiently process spatio-temporal data such as trajectories, mainly because the infrastructure of their indexes and operations only support spatial queries.
Distributed Spatio-temporal Systems, Big spatio-temporal systems like ST-Hadoop [3] GeoWave [50], and GeoMesa [19] that
focus on supporting spatio-temporal applications. ST-Hadoop extends Hadoop and maintains a Hierarchical indexing structure that
consists of two-layer indexing of a temporal and spatial. GeoMesa
and GeoWave both are built upon Accumulo platform [1] and implemented a space-filling curve to combine the three dimensions
of space-geometry and time. This class of systems did not attempt
to enhance the contiguity and locality of trajectory data. Although,
distributed spatio-temporal systems are efficient for processing basic spatio-temporal data (e.g., POINT, LINE, POLYGON), yet, they
are limited in supporting trajectory (i.e., a connected sequence of
basic geometry). This is mainly due to the inability of their index
structure to accommodate storing the entire topology of trajectory.
This, in turn, will affect the performance of basic trajectory operations, e.g., finding similarity between trajectories.
Distributed Time Series Systems Frameworks in this category are
optimized for time series or time-stamped data. There are a large
number of distributed time series systems, such as Informix [25],
TSAR [55], OpenTSDB [35], and LittleTable [38]. Systems in this
family of distributed frameworks significantly have different approaches for handling data, such that they mainly focus on building
indexes and operations to efficiently performs analytical tasks on
time series data. There is no sufficient support for spatial or spatiotemporal indexes or operations, and hence they do not support analysis tasks on trajectory data.
Distributed Graph Processing Systems, MapReduce has been extensively investigated for graph processing in both academia and industry [22, 26, 27, 36, 44]. The focus of these systems is to support
basic graph models, where a graph consists of a set of vertices and
edges. Systems belong to this category are efficient for graph operations, such as complex traversal queries. However, they do not support spatio-temporal or trajectory operations mainly because their
indexing structures are not well-suited for realizing both the spatial
and the temporal property of trajectory.
Trajectory Operations, Existing research studies on trajectory
implement operations on-top of distributed platforms, such as
range [10, 14, 21, 30, 43, 54], k-nearest neighbor [14], similarity
search [41, 52], and join [18, 51]. Most recent efforts focus on supporting similarity search on-top of Spark [41, 52] and kNN join
on Hadoop [18], yet they do not have any indexes in Hadoop Distributed File Systems (HDFS). Notably, all these research studies
are limited to support specific operation. In the meantime, the Summit system is extendable in a way that it enables users to build various applications on trajectories and extends its operations library.
Similarity Measurements, Measuring the similarity between a pair
of trajectories is essential for identifying portions that are common between two trajectories. The similarity measurement must
satisfy three main criteria: (1) The flexibility to identify similar trajectories on various times, (2) Ignores outliers points in similarity
computation, and (3) The ability to identify the similarity between
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Figure 2: Summit Architecture
portions of trajectories based on some distance measurement. Formally, we can say that a similarity function takes pairs of trajectories and it generates a score, that shows the closeness between
their sequences. There are over a dozen similarity measurements in
literature like Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [17, 41, 56], Edit
Distance on Real sequence (EDR) [12], Edit distance with Real
Penalty (ERP) [11, 20], Longest Common Subsequence distance
(LCSS) [45, 47], Fréchet similarity [4]. Interested readers can refer to previous study [24], which discussed trajectory similarity in
great detail. In this paper, we are going to consider the Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) measurement. Originally DTW developed
for matching speech signals in speech recognition [37], ever since
it is considered as the one of the most rubst and wildly adopted
similarity function for trajectories and time series data [13, 48, 49].

3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
3.1 System Overview
Figure 2 gives an overview of Summit system architecture. Summit is a full-fledged open-source library on ST-Hadoop MapReduce framework [3] with built-in native support for trajectory data.
Summit cluster contains one master node that breaks a map-reduce
job into smaller tasks, carried out by slave nodes. Summit modifies
three core layers of ST-Hadoop, namely, Language, Indexing, and
Operations. The language layer adds new SQL-Like interface for
trajectory operations and data types. The modifications and the implementation of the indexing and operation layers will be explained
in the following sections.

3.2 Trajectory Indexing
Input files in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) are organized
as heap files, where data is loaded into consecutive chunks, each
of size 128MB. Though this was acceptable for analysis tasks that
do not require indexing, it will result in sub-performance for applications, where indexing is essential. Recent efforts investigated inmemory indexing on Spark [41], yet it does not have any HDFS indices. In the meantime, spatiotemporally indexed HDFSs, as in STHadoop [3, 50], are geared towards supporting queries with spatiotemporal predicates for basic geometrical shape, e.g., Point, Line,
and Rectangle. On the other side, trajectories consist of a set of
correlated sequence of spatio-temporal points, where ST-Hadoop is
unable to realize the correlation between these sequences.
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Figure 3: Temporal Slicing
Summit organizes input files in HDFS in a way that preserves the
geometrical topology of trajectories. In particular, data is spatiotemporally loaded and partitioned across computational nodes. Each
partition holds the full sequence of trajectories that overlap with its
spatio-temporal boundaries. Summit sacrifices storage to achieve
higher performance by enforcing data replication across partitions.
As a result, trajectory operations can have minimal data access to
retrieve the query answer, reduce the computation complexity, and
allow applications to run more sophisticated operations on the entire trajectories.
Summit employs a two-level indexing scheme of temporal indexing followed by a spatial one. The index is stored in the master
node as auxiliary file, while actual partitions are divided across computation nodes. The process of index construction in Summit goes
through the following three consecutive phases:
1. Sampling: The objective of sampling is to approximate the trajectory distribution and ensure the quality of partitioning. Due to
the mass volume of data, Summit scans a representative sample that
fits-in the main memory of the master node.
2. Bulkload Partitioning: Summit manipulates the sample to construct boundaries of the two-level indexing of temporal and spatial,
respectively. System parameters in a configuration file guide the indexing of each level, such as the temporal granularity and the spatial partitioning mechanism. Expert users and data practitioners that
have good understanding of Summit and the nature of their datasets
can tune these parameters. The construction of the two-level indexing scheme goes through two main steps:
(1) Temporal Slicing: Figure 3 depicts the abstract idea of temporal slicing in Summit in comparison to ST-Hadoop. The temporal slicing mechanism in ST-Hadoop breaks trajectory into
sub-sequences. Meanwhile, Summit slicing replicates trajectories if they overlap between temporal slices while maintaining non-overlapping disjoint. As shown in figure 3b, the
lifetime of trajectory A overlaps both the first and second
slices, and thus, the entire trajectory will be replicated between those two temporal slices. As opposed to ST-Hadoop
in figure 3a where A chopped into two sub-sequences, each
stored separately in a different temporal partition.

Figure 4: Spatial Indexing
(2) Spatial Indexing: Summit is equipped with the following two
spatial indexing approaches for each temporal slice from
the previous step, namely Spatial-based or Segmentationbased. Figure 4 illustrates the logical design of both methods, where rectangles represent the boundaries of the HDFS
partitions while dots and lines depict the trajectory information. (a) Spatial-based: This approach preserves the spatiotemporal locality closeness between sub-trajectories. The
boundaries of the HDFS partition split trajectories as shown
in figure 4a. (b) Segmentation-based: This is a data partitioning that guarantees that the entire trajectory is stored in a
single HDFS block, as shown in figure 4b. The minimum
boundaries rectangles of this index might overlap. When a
trajectory intersects with more than a single rectangle, its going to be replicated between partitions. This partitioning is
more in favor of operations that not only need to process the
locality of trajectories but also their semantic or shapes over
time, such as Similarity kNN and join queries.
3. Physical Assigning: The objective of this phase is to scan
through the whole data and assign each record to the boundaries
layout constructed from the previous phase. Summit initiates a mapreduce job that scans through the input file, physically partitions
HDFS block, and assigns records to all overlapping partitions.

3.3 Operations
In this paper, we discuss the internal execution of three basic operations in Summit, namely, range, nearest neighbor, and similarity
queries. Other spatio-temporal operations on trajectories, e.g., reverse kNN, aggregation, and path queries, can be realized following
similar approaches.
• Trajectory Range Query (TRQ): Given a three-dimensional
query predicate, this query retrieves all trajectories that overlap with
the query region in both space and time. For example, "Find all taxis
in downtown Manhattan between January and March 2019". Regardless of the type of partitioning to answer the query, we employ
an algorithm that runs in three steps namely, temporal filtering, spatial search, and spatio-temporal refinement. In the refinement phase,
an extra processing is required to remove duplicates from the query
answer, as trajectories might be replicated between partitions.

4

RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

We compare Summit prototype against the state-of-the-art of various distributed frameworks [3, 6, 15]. In our experiments, each system runs on a cluster of 24 machines, and we use large real datasets
of NYC taxi [34], which contains over one billion records. Each
trip in NYC data contains GPS coordinates associated with time
for both pickup and drop-off. To resemble the path of taxis' trips,
we generated the full sequence between starts and ends of all trips
using Dijkstra's algorithm on New York road network.
In this paper, we show a case study for each of Summit operations. To experiment with different dataset sizes in our experiments,
we divided the dataset into disjoint sets, by default the whole dataset
is used unless mentioned. For a range query, we measure the job
throughput as the performance metric, which is the average batch
of 30 queries completed per minute. For the kNN and similarity
queries, thirty locations are set at random points (i.e., random points
in both date and time) sampled from the whole input file, the default
k is set to 100. Unless otherwise mentioned.
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Figure 5: Range Query
• Trajectory Range Query (TRQ): Figure 5a, shows how Summit
range query scales out with cluster size changing from 6 to 24 node.
Summit, ST-Hadoop, SpatialHadoop, and Hadoop are smoothly
scale with cluster size, while Summit is consistently more efficient
than others. Figure 5b, analyzed the maximum number of accessed
partitions of the submitted 30 queries. The queries are not overlapping and are randomly selected with a spatial area ratio of 0.005%
of New York City and a temporal window of one month. Hadoop
scans all partitions for any input file. Due to the distribution of the
data in limited geographical space, SpatialHadoop it slightly performs better but still it access more than 40% of the input file. On
the other hand, the number of accessed partitions in Summit and STHadoop remains stable as they only process a fixed spatiotemporal
area of the input file.
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• Trajectory k Nearest Neighbor Query (TkNN): Summit supports the following two variants of the kNN operation: (1) kNN
point-based. Given a query predicate that consists of query point
P (x,y ) , and time interval [t 1 , t 2 ], find the k nearest trajectories to
the query point during the given time interval. For example, "Find
the closest four animals to a Minnehaha waterfall between August
and September". (2) kNN trajectory-based. Given a query trajectory Tr j that consists of a sequence of spatio-temporal points, find
the kNN trajectories to the whole trajectory points for every time instance according to some aggregate function, such as Min or Max.
For example, "Find the closest two human traveled along a contaminated water stream in Jun 2018". To answer both queries, Summit
employs an algorithm that consists of three phases, namely, partitioning, local computation, and global computation. In the partitioning phase, Summit decides which partition technique will be used.
Once data is partitioned, Summit triggers a local computation algorithm to find a candidate set from the overlapping partitions. After
performing a local computation, each computation node in Summit cluster will have its own candidate set. The global computation
phase is implemented in Summit as a reduce function, which runs
on a single machine to compute the final result. Duplicate elimination is applied in this phase.
• Trajectory Similarity Query (TSQ): The objective of this query
is to find similar trajectories to a given one based on some defined
similarity function. This is a very useful query for many applications, such as transportation and advance pattern mining queries.
A typical example of such queries is, "Find the k taxis that share
similar routes with a given trajectory (e.g., another taxi) during
some time interval (e.g., yesterday)". Summit goes through two
phases to find similar trajectories, namely, partitioning and computation phases. The partitioning phase indexes data by segmentationbased model. The computation phase runs in two back-to-back mapreduce tasks for local and global computation. Duplicate removal
takes place in the reduce phase before starting global computation.
In Summit, we implemented the most robust and widely adopted
similarity function, i.e., the Dynamic Time Warping [13], where we
apply spatio-temporal thresholds. Other similarity measurements
can be realized following the same approach.
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• Trajectory k Nearest Neighbor Query (TkNN): In Figures 6,
we study the effect of increasing k from 1 to 40K on the entire
dataset for both kNN point-based and trajectory-based, respectively.
Summit gives an order of magnitude performance with its trajectory partitioning techniques. Summit spatial-based partitioning outperforms others in case of kNN-point-based query. In the meantime,
the segmentation-based partitioning in Summit achieves higher job
throughput compared to other systems kNN-trajectory-based implementation. However, we notice that the job throughput decreases
when k is slightly around and more than a thousand. This is expected as increasing the number of k requires more processing and
partitions to be processed.
• Trajectory Similarity Query (TSQ): Figure 7a measures systems job throughput with increasing the input file size. Summit
segmentation-based has a higher job throughput than other systems.
There is no significant difference between ST-Hadoop and Summit
Spatial-based segmentation, as they require extra processing steps
to resemble the full sequence of trajectories. In the meantime, Summit segmentation-based keeps its speedup at two orders of magnitude, in which it maintains trajectories' sequences locality.
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Figure 7: DTW similarity Query
Figure 7b gives the effect of increasing k on the entire
dataset. Summit gives an order of magnitude performance with
segmentation-based indexing compared to other systems on-top implementations of DTW. In contrary, the spatial-based analyzed a
subset of trajectories. Hence, to compute the full trajectory an extra
processing step required to resemble trajectories' sequences. Similarly ST-Hadoop and SpatialHadoop require extra step to search
for full sequence of trajectories. This will incur significant I/O overhead, especially for a sizable spatio-temporal range.
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